A color image contains luminance and chrominance components representing the intensity and color information respectively. The objective of the work presented in this paper is to show the significance of incorporating the chrominance information for the task of scene classification. An improved color-to-grayscale image conversion algorithm by effectively incorporating the chrominance information is proposed using color-to-gay structure similarity index (C2G-SSIM) and singular value decomposition (SVD) to improve the perceptual quality of the converted grayscale images.
Introduction
The two main modules of any image classification system are feature extraction and classification. The features are extracted from the input color image in RGB space by processing the three color planes independently. However, most of the existing image classification systems, in particular, scene classification systems converts the input color image to grayscale, (so called color-tograyscale image conversion) prior to feature extraction. 5, 7, 10, 16, 22 The color-to-grayscale image conversion is performed to reduce the computational complexity of the features extracted from the single gray plane rather than from the three dimensional color planes. Also, the incorporation of significant chrominance information along with the contrast details in the converted grayscale images are essential, as the features required to categorize or classify the scene information are extracted from the converted grayscale images. But, the major challenge in the color-to-grayscale image conversion is the preservation of luminance information along with the chrominance contrast in the converted grayscale images as in the original color image. 1 For example, the pattern represented by the variation of color in the input color image ( Fig.1 (c)) is missed, when converted to gray image ( Fig.1 (d) ) by the standard and most commonly used NTSC rule which combines the red, blue and green channel with the ratio 0.3: 0.6: 0.1 respectively. 23 Similarly, there is absence of sun and number information in the converted gray scale images ( Fig.1 (b) & (f)). Therefore, many methods were proposed to convert the color image to grayscale with the preservation of luminance and color contrast information. 2, 3, 9, 11, 17 The description and the findings of the benchmark image decolorization techniques exist in the literature is given in Table 1 .
Most of the existing methods for color-to-grayscale image conversion is based on optimization techniques which may be computationally complex. 2, 3, 9, 11, 17 Therefore, simple image decolorization technique using singular value decomposition (SVD) was proposed. 20 Recently, an algorithm called color-to-gray structure similarity (C2G-SSIM) is developed to measure the level of chrominance and structure information incorporated in the converted grayscale images. 13 In, 13 one of the applications of C2G-SSIM is demonstrated as the parameter tuning of color-to-grayscale image conversion algorithms motivated to use the C2G-SSIM along with the SVD to develop an effective and perceptually improved method for image decolorization, which preserves the contrast infor- Color-to-gray benchmark dataset
The luminance information ( Y ) of the CIE XYZ space is used to achieve the grayscale version of the original color image This method fails in the case of images with isoluminous colors Grundland and Dodgson 8 
Color photographs
The luminance information is added to the constant amount of chrominance information to enhance the grayscale contrast
The performance of this method is limited to the color discrimination present in the original image Rasche et al. 17 Color-to-gray benchmark dataset and natural images A constrained multivariate optimization technique is used to preserve the color contrast of the original image Color-to-gray benchmark dataset High-frequency chrominance information is embedded into the luminance to preserve the chrominance edges locally
The method is not applicable to complex images Neumann et al. 15 Color-to-gray benchmark dataset Consistent color gradients are selected locally and 2D fast integration is performed to attain the grayscale image
The details of the image may be lost by the unpredictable behaviour in inconsistent regions of the gradient field Gooch et al. 2 Color-to-gray benchmark dataset An objective function based on the local contrast between pixel pairs is minimized using optimization technique to preserve the color contrast of the original image Computationally expensive and the quality of the output image depends on the user input parameters Lu et al. 3 Color-to-gray benchmark dataset and natural images Bimodal energy function is used to attain a flexible contrast preserving constraint
Complex optimization steps increases the cost of computation Lu et al. 12 Color-to-gray benchmark dataset and natural images An effective and very fast optimization based approach is used to maximally preserve the color contrast This method fails in the case of color blindness test images Sowmya et al. 20 Color-to-gray benchmark dataset and natural images An effective singular value decomposition (SVD) based approach is used to incorporate the significant chrominance information in the converted grayscale images.
This method fails to preserve the contrast due to the fixed value of the weightage parameter mation. SVD algorithm is used in our proposed work to reconstruct the chrominance planes by using the significant chrominance information captured through the singular values and the corresponding Eigenvectors.
Unlike the existing SVD based image decolorization method, 20 the proposed framework avoids the constant weight of the chrominance information added to the luminance. Instead, the weightage of the chrominance information added to the luminance is computed using the C2G-SSIM.
In, 5 the performance of the scene classification is improved by modeling the dense scale invariant features using gaussian mixtures and adapted gaussian mixture models. Later, the deep features to improve the scene recognition task are learnt by convolutional neural networks (CNN) using color images. 6 The performance of the scene classification system is improved by the combination of deep belief networks and support vector machines trained using the grayscale images with better chrominance representations. 19 Therefore, the objective of the present work is to verify the effectiveness of the chrominance information incorporated by the proposed image decolorization technique by applying the developed color-to-grayscale image conversion algorithm in the experiments for scene classification. Also, the performance of the scene classification system must be improved by the combination of the proposed image decolorization technique with the standard color-to-grayscale image conversion method.
The proposed novelties of the present work are as follows:
• The new method for effective and perceptually improved image decolorization method based on SVD and C2G-SSIM is proposed.
• The role of significant and relevant chrominance information with the preservation of contrast details incorporated by the proposed method is applied for scene classification.
• A methodology is adopted for overall improvement in the scene classification performance by combining the models developed using the perceptually better grayscale images obtained from the proposed image decolorization technique with the most commonly used image decolorization method.
The organization of the paper is as follows: The basis for the present work is discussed in section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed method followed by experimental results and analysis in section 4. Section 5 contains the summary and conclusion of the present work.
Basis for the present work
The basis for the present work is discussed in this section.
The C2G-SSIM index is computed by the following three stages, namely (i) color space transformation, (ii) measurement of luminance (L), contrast (C) and structure (S) information & (iii) combination of the measured contents based on the type of input color image. 13 In the first stage, the input color image and the converted grayscale image are transformed to CIEL*a*b* color space. The second stage involves the computation of similarity measurement of luminance, contrast and structure information between the reference color image and the converted gray image in CIEL*a*b* space. The luminance plane (of the reference color image and the converted gray image) and the chrominance planes of the reference color image is processed as windows of uniform patch size with two-dimensional Gaussian filter centered at a pixel location for every window. The luminance measure L(x c ) is computed using Eq. (1).
where u f (x c ) is the mean luminance computed for the luminance plane of the reference color image in CIEL*a*b* color space at the pixel location x c . u g (x c ) is the mean luminance computed for the luminance plane of the converted gray image in CIEL*a*b* color space at the same pixel location x c . C1 is a small positive stabilizing constant.
The chrominance measure C(x c ) is computed using the Eq. (2).
where d f (x c ) is the weighted mean color difference from its surroundings computed by considering the luminance and the chrominance details of the reference color image in CIEL*a*b* color space at the pixel location x c . d g (x c ) is the mean gray tone difference computed at the same pixel location x c for the luminance plane of the converted gray image in CIEL*a*b* color space.
C2 is a small positive stabilizing constant.
The structure measure S(x c ) is computed using the Eq. (3).
where σ f (x c ) is the standard deviation of the weighted mean color difference from its surroundings computed by considering the luminance and the chrominance details of the reference color image in CIEL*a*b* color space at the pixel location x c . σ g (x c ) is the standard deviation of the mean gray tone difference computed at the same pixel location x c for the luminance plane of the converted gray image in CIEL*a*b* color space. σ f g (x c ) is the cross correlation computed between σ f (x c ) and σ g (x c ) at the same pixel location x c . C3 is a small positive stabilizing constant.
Thus, the overall C2G-SSIM index q(x c ) is computed by combining all the three contents, namely luminance L(x c ), contrast C(x c ) and structure S(x c ) at the pixel location x c using the Eq.
.
where α > 0, β > 0, γ > 0. In, 13 the expression for C2G-SSIM index is simplified by setting β = γ = 1. And, α = 1 for photographic images and α = 0 for synthetic images.
Proposed Method
An image decolorization method is proposed to perceptually improve the performance of the colorto-grayscale image conversion using C2G-SSIM and SVD. The algorithm of the proposed image decolorization is discussed below. The block diagram of the proposed methodology shown in Fig.3 is explained below.
Input Color Image
, where h and w refers to the row and column dimension of the input color image. The third dimension refers to the three color planes namely red, green and blue.
Image Transformation: C = T (I)
, where C represents the transformed image in CIEL*a*b* color space which is the better suited color space for image editing. 20 T is the color space transformation function which converts the input color image in RGB space to CIEL*a*b* space.
3. Singular Value Decomposition: Each of the chrominance planes of the transformed image is subjected to singular value decomposition. 
Though the output gray image obtained by the existing SVD image decolorization technique is comparable with all the benchmark algorithms, the weightage parameter of the chrominance information added to the luminance is fixed experimentally as 0.25. 20 The fixed value of weightage parameter fails to preserve the contrast in the converted grayscale image which affects the perceptual quality of the converted image.
For example, the color contrast information present in the original color image (region where apple and orange in present) is not preserved in the grayscale image converted by the existing SVD based image decolorization ( Fig.2(b) ). Fig.2 (c) shows perceptually improved image decolorization from Fig.2 (a) as compared to the grayscale image in Fig.2 (b) which is obtained using the conventional SVD based method.
The constant value c is chosen using the measure designed to measure the significant components of color-to-grayscale image conversion such as luminance, structure and contrast information known as C2G-SSIM. The mathematical representation corresponding to our proposed method for color-to-grayscale image conversion is given by:
where q is the C2G-SSIM index computed using the Eq. (7). 
Experimental Results and Analysis
The proposed image decolorization technique to improve the perceptual quality of the image decolorization is evaluated as follows:
1. Objective evaluation using quality assessment metric for image decolorization namely colorto-gray structure similarity index (C2G-SSIM). 13 2. Role of incorporating significant chrominance information by the proposed perceptually improved image decolorization method for scene classification.
4.1 Objective evaluation of the proposed perceptually improved SVD image decolorization using
C2G-SSIM metric
The proposed method to improve the perceptual quality of the image decolorization technique using C2G-SSIM is experimented on two different benchmark datasets used for color-to-grayscale image conversion. The first dataset known as Cadik, contains 25 different color images which includes isoluminous (images with uniform light intensity values) color images. 14 The second dataset is COLOR250, which contains 250 different color images. The visual comparison of the gray image 'Sunrise312' obtained using the proposed technique and all the benchmark technique is shown in Fig.4 . The gray image obtained using the proposed technique ( Fig.4 (l) ) has better contrast along with the structure content as in the original color image (Fig. 4 (a) ). Hence, the C2G-SSIM index computed for the gray image converted using the proposed technique is better than all other existing benchmark color-to-gray image conversion techniques. The similar observation is also recorded for the pie chart image namely 'im 203' present in COLOR250 dataset. The variation in the colors present in the input color image ( Fig.5 (a)) is missed in the corresponding gray images obtained using the existing color-to-gray conversion algorithms (Fig.5 (b 
Whereas, in the case of gray image obtained using the proposed technique (Fig.4 (i) ), the color variation present in the input color image is represented with better contrast and structure in gray intensity level. Hence, the C2G-SSIM index computed for the gray image (im 203) obtained using the proposed technique is 0.9927 (Table 4) , which is better than the index computed for all the existing benchmark algorithms. The reported trend of the proposed color-to-grayscale image conversion method holds good for all the sample images taken from COLOR250 dataset as tabulated in Table 4 .
The proposed color-to-grayscale image conversion based on the variation of the parameter (c) using C2G-SSIM index is compared against the existing benchmark techniques for all the images available in Cadik and COLOR250 datasets. The C2G-SSIM index computed for the sample images from both the datasets for the proposed method and existing benchmark techniques for color-to-grayscale image conversion are tabulated in Table 3 & 4. The C2G-SSIM value computed for the gray image obtained using the proposed decolorization algorithm is better than all the existing benchmark techniques. For example, in case of 'Sunrise312' (Cadik dataset) in Table 3 , the C2G-SSIM index obtained for the gray image converted using the proposed technique is 0.8898 which is better than the values obtained for the grayscale image converted using all the benchmark The success rate of a technique is defined as the number of images whose C2G-SSIM score is maximum in the corresponding technique when compared with the other existing techniques. 21 The success rate computed for the proposed technique and all the existing algorithms for color-tograyscale image conversion is represented graphically in Fig.6 and Fig.7 for Cadik and COLOR250 datasets respectively. Out of 25 images available in Cadik dataset, none of the images obtained maximum C2G-SSIM score for the gray images obtained using the existing algorithms namely Decolor, Bala, Neuman, Gooch. Therefore, the success rate for all these techniques is 0. The success rate for the proposed technique is 4 which is better than the success rate obtained for SVD decolorization, RT-CP, Rasche, CIE Y and rgb2gray.
In case of COLOR250 dataset which contains 250 different color images, the success rate of the proposed technique is 113 which is greater than the success rate obtained for all other existing image decolorization algorithms. The success rate of the existing techniques namely CP and Smith is 7 in case of Cadik dataset, which is higher than that of the proposed technique (Fig.6 ). But, in case of COLOR250 dataset, the success rate of CP and Smith are 37 and 25 respectively, which is lower than that of the proposed technique (Fig.7) .
The average C2G-SSIM index computed for all the images in both the dataset for the proposed technique and all the existing image decolorization algorithms are represented graphically in Fig.8 and Fig.9 . The average C2G-SSIM index computed for the proposed technique using all the image sin Cadik dataset is 0.878, which is better than all the existing color-to-grayscale image conversion methods. Although the success rate of CP and Smith is greater than the proposed technique in case of Cadik dataset, the average C2G-SSIM index corresponding to those two techniques are lower (0.8543 and 0.8643 respectively) than that of the proposed image decolorization technique. Similarly, in the case of COLOR250 dataset, the average C2G-SSIM index is 0.912, which is better than all the existing image decolorization techniques. The implementation of the proposed method to perceptually improve the image decolorization is available in http://nlp.amrita.edu/PerceptualC2G/index.html.
Role of incorporating significant chrominance information by the proposed perceptually improved SVD image decolorization for scene classification
The experimental setup to analyze the effect of significant chrominance information on scene classification is as follows: In general, the scene classification system contains three stages namely color-to-grayscale image conversion, feature extraction and classification. Sowmya et al. 19 respectively are used in the present experimental work.
The experimental setup for AGMM-SVM classification system is followed from. In case of AGMM-DBN-SVM system, the average histogram feature vector corresponding to all the converted grayscale images derived from training set are used to learn the DBN network proposed in. 19 The DBN network used in the present experimental work consists of two hidden layers apart from the input and the output layer. The output layer of DBN are used as input features to the SVM classifier. The two hidden layers contains 30 and 99 neurons respectively for standard color-to-grayscale image conversion (NTSC rule). 19 The number of neurons present in the two hidden layers for the existing SVD image decolorization are 88 and 100 respectively. 19 The architecture of DBN network for the proposed image decolorization is same as that of the existing SVD image decolorization method.
The standard Oliva Torralba (OT) scene dataset containing 8 different classses namely opencountry, coast, forest, highways, insidecity, mountain, street and tallbuildings is used for the experimental work. 5, 7, 10, 16, 22 100 images from each class are used for training and all the remaining images are used for testing. The classification assessment measure obtained for both the scene classification systems shows that the proposed image decolorization method to perceptually improve the performance of the existing SVD image decolorization technique has slightly improved the overall accuracy of the AGMM-SVM scene classification system (81.8% for NTSC , 81.6% for SVD and 82.0% for the proposed method (Modified SVD) tabulated in Table 5 ) and has significantly improved the overall classification accuracy of the AGMM-SVM-DBN scene classification system (93.5% for NTSC , 93.6% for SVD and 95.3% for the proposed method (Modified SVD) tabulated in Table 6 .
The class accuracy obtained using the proposed image decolorization method which are greater than that of the most commonly used NTSC rule and the existing SVD image decolorization for both the scene classification systems are marked as bold in Table 5 & 6. The improvement in the overall classification accuracy of the AGMM-SVM scene classification system by the proposed image decolorization method is due to the improvement in the class accuracy namely insidecity, mountain street and tall building (Table 5) . Similarly, the significant improvement in the overall classification accuracy of the AGMM-DBN-SVM scene classification system by the proposed image decolorization method is due to the improvement in the classification accuracy of 6 classes out of available 8 classes (Table 6 ).
The significant improvement in the AGMM-DBN-SVM scene classification system by the proposed image decolorization is due to the training of deep belief networks using the dense SIFT feature descriptors which extracted the significant chrominance information with the improved perceptual quality in the grayscale images converted using the proposed image decolorization method. Thus, the complimentary class information are combined based on the maximum probability score computed by the AGMM-DBN-SVM models for NTSC rule and the proposed method respectively. The class label associated with the model corresponding to the maximum probability score computed using the Eq. (8) is selected as the class information of the input image.
where, x represents the dense SIFT feature vectors of an image, θ 1 and θ 2 represents the AGMM-DBN-SVM models obtained using NTSC rule and the proposed method respectively. The classification accuracy obtained for each class and the overall accuracy obtained for the AGMM-DBN-SVM model level combinations of the proposed image decolorization and the most commonly used NTSC rule is tabulated in Table 7 . The classification accuracy of all the classes obtained using NTSC rule are improved by the above defined model level combination which led to the significant improvement in the overall classification accuracy of the NTSC rule from 93.5%
to 95.0% (Table 7) .
The overall classification accuracy of the AGMM-DBN-SVM system for NTSC rule is improved from 93.5% to 94.1% when the complimentary class information provided by the existing SVD image decolorization is combined with the NTSC rule. But, the improvement in the overall classification accuracy of the NTSC rule is greater (95% (Table7)) when the complimentary class information provided by the proposed image decolorization method is combined with the NTSC rule. This is because of the improvement in the classification accuracy of all the classes due to the presence of complimentary class information captured by the proposed method of image decolorization. Thus, the effectiveness of the proposed method to perceptually improve the performance of the existing SVD image decolorization is also proved through the classification measures obtained for the model level combination system.
Summary and Conclusion
In the present work, a perceptually improved image decolorization technique using C2G-SSIM and SVD is proposed. The proposed method is experimented on two standard color-to-grayscale image conversion datasets namely Cadik and COLOR250. The effectiveness of the proposed image decolorization method is compared against 8 benchmark techniques based on the image quality assessment metric for image decolorization called C2G-SSIM, success rate.
The experimental results analysis based on C2G-SSIM and success rate shows that the proposed color-to-grayscale image conversion algorithm performs better than all the existing benchmark techniques for image decolorization. Also, the role of incorporating significant chrominance information by the proposed image decolorization method for scene classification is confirmed by the improvement in the scene classification accuracy obtained for two different scene classification systems called AGMM-SVM and AGMM-DBN-SVM developed using dense scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) as features.
Also, a new method is devised to combine the models obtained using the proposed image decolorization method with the standard color-to-grayscale image conversion technique which improved the overall performance of the scene classification system. The overall scene classification accuracy obtained using the newly devised model level combination of the proposed image decolorization and the standard color-to-grayscale image conversion is better than the classification accuracy obtained using the standard image decolorization method independently.
The main contributions of the present work are as follows:
• Developed a new algorithm to improve the perceptual quality of the image decolorization.
• Significant improvement in the scene classification system using the dense SIFT features extracted from the grayscale images converted by the proposed image decolorization method as input to the AGMM-DBN-SVM classifier.
• The combination of the AGMM-DBN-SVM models of the proposed image decolorization technique with the most commonly used NTSC rule for image conversion improved the scene classification performance of the existing standard NTSC method for image decolorization.
As the future scope of the present work, the performance of scene classification by the proposed image decolorization method can be analyzed at feature level using the different existing 
